Master of Advanced Studies in Climate Science and Policy
Science Centered. Policy Driven. Global Reach.

The Masters of Advanced Studies in Climate Science and Policy (MAS CSP) program responds to the increasing global need for scientific, policy, and communication experts who can understand and act on climate challenges concerning the future of our planet.

The MAS CSP program provides professionals with an unparalleled opportunity to be trained in California, a state revolutionizing climate policy, and mentored by a remarkable array of prestigious faculty.

The intensive one-year program combines scientific knowledge of climate principals with powerful hands-on communication training so graduates can apply climate solutions in a wide variety of industries and fields.

Classes include:
- Physical Basis of Global Warming
- Ocean, Atmosphere & Climate Variability
- Economics of the Environment
- Policy Making Processes
- 3 electives in areas such as business, management, urban planning, education, international relations, global health, and law.

We are looking for ambitious professionals to guide and spearhead climate change solutions – apply today!

Admissions Requirements:
- Statement of Purpose
- Bachelor’s Degree with at least a 3.0 GPA
- Resume/CV
- Three (3) Letters of Recommendation
- TOEFL of 85 for international students
- No GRE required

Application Deadline: Early consideration deadline is January 15, 2020. Regular deadline: March 16, 2020
Late applications may be submitted with Executive Director permission.

Start your application at: apply.grad.ucsd.edu
For more information and to read about our current students, visit csp.ucsd.edu or email mas-csp@sio.ucsd.edu